
Exalted 3rd Edition Charm Cascades

Resistance

Durability of Oak Meditation
Core, p. 374

Reduce raw damage by two against a withering or
decisive attack. Against the latter it also grants four

points of Hardness.

Ox-Body Technique
Core, p. 375

Permanently increase the amount of health levels
your posses. The higher your stamina, the better the

selection of levels gained.

Whirlwind Armor-Donning Prana
Core, p. 376

This Charm reduces the time it takes to don
or remove a suit of armor.

Armored Scout‘s Invigoration
Core, p. 376

Remove armor-penalties to movement, stealth
actions or evasions.

Poison-Resisting Meditation
Core, p. 376

Gain one auto-success and three bonus dice when rolling
against a toxin‘s duration. Reduce or change anticipated

symptoms of poison/venom.

Essence-Gathering Temper
Core, p. 376

Pay one Initiative to receive motes when taking damage.
Must be reset by soaking a withering attack of 10+ raw

damage without su�ering Initiative loss.

Body-Mending Meditation
Core, p. 375

Speed up your natural healing factor by resting
for one full hour.

Front-Line Warrior‘s Stamina
Core, p. 376

Gain Initiative once per day, by rolling half your total
health levels and adding successes as Initiative. Only

permanent levels count.

Spirit Strengthens the Skin
Core, p. 374

After an attack hits, but before damage is rolled, increase
your soak by spending motes. At higher Essence the Solar

can use this Charm to reduce successful damage dice
from withering attacks.

Iron Skin Concentration
Core, p. 374

Apply soak to unsoakable damage. Generate several -0
health levels that are always damaged �rst but convert

to -1 levels after combat ceases.

Diamond-Body Prana
Core, p. 376

For the rest of the scene basic scenery-damage does not
apply to the Solar. Grants increased soak against withering

attacks and increased hardness against decisive attacks.
Incompatible with armor.

Blade-Turning Body Technique
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 28

While this Charm is active, the Solar is immune to
incidental injury and can outright ignore any

environmental hazard below a certain threshold.

Adamant Skin Technique
Core, p. 377

Apply full soak to decisive attack. Overhwelming does not
apply. Also grants total immunity to to scenery-based

uncountable damage, such as explosions or the collapse
of a mountain-range.

Tiger Warrior‘s Endurance
Core, p. 377

When recovering from Initiative Crash, heal two health
levels (starting at -2). Can be used once per �ght, reset

by gaining 20+ Initiative.

Wound-Knitting Exercise
Core, p. 378

Heal -0 health levels as a simple action.

Unbreakable Warrior‘s Mastery
Core, p. 378

When struck by a crippling attack, the Solar can
trade irreparable or permanent harm for a lesser

e�ect of a shorter duration.

Glorious Solar Plate
Core, p. 378

Create an artifact-equivalent heavy armor out of essence.
Additional purchases may grant Evocations for this armor.

Several additional powers are granted, please refer
the book for details.

Immunity to Everything Technique
Core, p. 379

Become invulnerable to any toxin or illness previously
exposed to. Also gain additional resistance to unknown

diseases and poison/venom.

Fury-Fed Ardor
Core, p. 379

Absorb the force of an incoming decisive attack, converting
some of the non-successes into Initiative.

Bloodthirsty Sword-Dancer Spirit
Core, p. 379

Sink into a meditation on violence and destruction.
In this fugue state the Solar gains various combat bonuses

but in turn looses some of this ability for non-combat
interactions. Refer the book for details.

Ruin-Abashing Shrug
Core, p. 378

After damage is rolled, the Solar can use this Charm to
force the attacker to reroll, keeping all non-successes.

Damage cannot exceed the old roll‘s value. Can be reset by
taking no withering/decisive damage on three damage rolls

Aegis of Invincible Might
Core, p. 380

After using Adamant Skin Technique, the Solar‘s Hardness
is raised to 20 and withering soak is raised. To maintain

this state, the Solar must either unleash a decisive attack
or pay 8+ motes on o�ensive Charms per round.

Hauberk-Summoning Gesture
Core, p. 377

Store and retrieve your armor from Elsewhere.

Illness-Resisting Meditation
Core, p. 377

Adds automatic successes to attempts at resisting
disease‘s virulence and morbidity.

Willpower-Enhancing Spirit
Core, p. 377

Use this Charm once per scene to gain temporary
Willpower when hit with a decisive attack. Reset by

surviving a 10+ raw damage decisive attack without
taking a single health level in damage.

Battle Fury Focus
Core, p. 378

Enter a battle trance that grants various bene�ts to combat
capabilities. Please refer the book for this complex Charm.

Iron Kettle Body
Core, p. 376

For one round, all post-soak withering damage is halved.
Must be declared before attack is rolled. At higher

Essence ratings, rolled 1s on the enemy‘s attack cost
them Initiative against this Charm.

Armed and Ready Discipline
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 27

On reach round of donning armor with the prerequisite,
the Solar can attack without a �urry by doing a stunt. If

known, the Solar may use re�exively Call the Blade
or Summoning the Loyal Steel.

Fortress-Body Discipline
Miracles of the Solar Exalted, p. 28

Grants the Solar increased Soak and Hardness for
a scene. This added defense stacks but is reduced in

e�ectiveness if doing so. Refer the book.
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